Fostering a human-centred, Trustworthy and sustainable Internet

Up to €117k for developers, innovators, researchers, SMEs and entrepreneurs

Other topics may be considered

APPLICATIONS SHOULD CLEARLY DEFINE, UPGRADE/EXTEND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART, AND DEVELOP THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF SOLUTIONS

DECENTRALIZED USER-CENTRIC IDENTITY

OPEN CALL #1
Decentralised digital identity

OPEN CALL #2
User privacy and data governance

OPEN CALL #3
Economics and democracy

OPEN CALL #4
Multi chains support for NGI protocols

OPEN CALL #5
Green scalable and sustainable DLTs

DECENTRALIZED IDENTITY SYSTEMS SUPPORTING DAOs

OTHER TOPICS MAY BE CONSIDERED

JOIN OUR PROGRAMME
www.trustchain.ngi.eu
www.f6s.com/trustchain-open-call-1/about
@NGI_TRUSTCHAIN
#showcase@trustchain
#f6s.com/trustchain-open-call-1/about
@trustchain_ngi